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Dear IWCO Students, 
 
It comes to the end of the year again. It is the time to look back to what have been 

achieved this year.  I would say 2012 is another fruitful year for IWCO.  First of all, we 
performed outstandingly in the “International Wing Chun Competition Ip Man Cup 2012” 
in Foshan, January, “The First Hong Kong International Wing Chun Cup”  in Hong Kong, 

October and “The First International Taolu Competition” organized by VTAA (Ving Tsun 
Athletic Association) in Hong Kong, October.  Apart from this, four Wing Chun 
competitions in St Petersburg, Moscow and Zaporozhye, Ukraine were successfully held 

by our school. 
 
Having the experience of organizing national competitions in the past 2 years, we shall 

have another attempt to hold a continental competition next year - the European Wing 
Chun Cup is planned to organize in April 2013 in St Petersburg, Russia.  It will be held 
within the “Martial Arts Olympics” which is one of the biggest martial arts events in 

Europe. 
 
An international Wing Chun conference – “The First International Ip Man Wing Chun & 

Bruce Lee Forum” is on our plan to organize in Rome, Italy in October 2013.  This will be 
jointly organized with Italian Wing Chun Union, World Traditional Kung Fu Federation and 
our school. 

 
School development has kept going on.  Apart from the dynamic growth in Russia and 
Ukraine, the development in Italy and Sweden is also impressive.  6 IWCO schools have 

been developed in Italy. 
 
The grading system of IWCO has been continuously accepted by our students.  

Hundreds of students had taken the grading examinations.  Close to 100 international 
and national seminars range from beginner seminars to advanced techniques seminars 
were successfully held at the Headquarters and other European countries.  

 
All these significant results are actually attributed by your kind support.  Without you, 
all these would not have happened.  I would like to take this opportunity to express my 

heartfelt thanks for your dedication to the school. 
 
Ahead to the festive season, I wish you a happy and very prosperous year of Snake, good 

health and all your wishes come true. Most importantly, keep practicing and excelling 
your Wing Chun skill. 
 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Donald Mak 
Chairman 


